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Integration between data from register and sample surveys: 
enterprises classified by use of ICT and economic indicators 

 

Methodological Note 

The Statistical information system for estimating structural economic variables on business 

accounts (Turnover, Value Added, … ) FRAME SBS, released in 2012-2013, is based on the primary 

use of integrated administrative/fiscal data, combined with survey data. FRAME SBS is currently 

the pillar of the new system of business statistics in Italy. As further development, the use of 

new opportunities in economic analysis by integrating FRAME SBS with other sources of data 

stemming from sample surveys has been particularly fostered. Recently the Italian National 

Statistic institute  (Istat) has been developing towards an integrated production system of SBS 

statistics. In this framework, the core of the information is represented by administrative sources 

while sample surveys are conducted in order to estimate only not directly available specific sub-

population information.  

With the purpose of defining a methodological approach for the production of indicators, a Task 

Force was established by involving variables stemming from both FRAME SBS and sample surveys 

such as ICT usage and e-Commerce in Enterprises survey (ICT).  

ICT survey is under the European Regulations requiring estimates for given domains of the target 

population, i.e. enterprises with at least 10 persons employed and belonging to given NACE 

codes. The sampling design is one-stage stratified random sampling. The strata are defined by 

combining the economic activities (NACE classification), size classes (Number of persons 

employed) and regions (NUTS classification) by the domains of interest. Enterprises belonging to 

the same stratum had equal probabilities to be sampled. The sample size in each stratum is 

mainly defined according to the Bethel procedure (Bethel, 1989) as the minimum sample size 

ensuring that the coefficient of variation of estimates in predefined domains does not exceed a 

given threshold. Estimates are then calculated through calibration methodology (Särndal et al., 

1992) to compensate non-response and to match known population totals (benchmarks) of 

selected auxiliary variables. The population totals are computed using the Italian Statistical 

Business Register (ASIA). Considering the reference period, the survey is conducted within the 

first 6 months of the year t, while the ASIA business Register data used for sampling and 

calibration is referred to the year t-2. Enterprises belonging to the sample that cannot be linked 

to FRAME SBS are considered as “non-response” units. 

The objective of Task Force is to produce indicators integrating the information gathered by a 

sampling (ICT) and exhaustive (FRAME SBS) sources through methods qualifying the results in 

terms of comparability and consistency according Istat methodological standards. 
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Two different approaches have been considered: macro approach (balancing, Iterative 

proportional fitting) and micro approach (consistent repeated weighting, calibration estimators 

and statistical matching). The selected method guarantying data quality and processing is the 

calibration estimators, adopted also to produce estimations in the ICT sample survey. However, 

several differences in applying method are listed as follows: 

- The statistical archives for estimations is FRAME SBS referred to year t-1, while in the ICT 

sample survey is ASIA, referred to the year t-2. The given population are identified by updated 

information in the reference year t-1; 

- A share, small percentage, of enterprises interviewed by the survey are no longer part of 

the target population (most of the times because the number of persons employed is less than 

10); 

- The above mentioned units have been excluded from the sample: the data set used to 

produce the indicator estimations is based on matching between data set units for the ICT survey 

estimation and the units in the FRAME SBS; 

- The estimation domains are redefined by matching the domains required from the survey 

(small details) in compliance with objective of the study (tables of indicators with certain 

characteristics) and the quality of the obtained results. Particularly, the territorial level has been 

reduced, excluding the regional information; 

- With regards to the model used for the calibration of the weights in the ICT survey (totals 

for the variables Number of enterprises and Number of persons employed by NACE and 

geographical level), the use of FRAME SBS was crucial to consider within the known totals those 

related to Value Added, Turnover and Gross Operating Surplus. 

The methodological framework applied is the same used for ICT survey. Hence, in order to 

estimate the accuracy and the reliability of produced estimation the same criteria can be 

adopted. With regards to the data processing, the software ReGenesees (Zardetto, 2015), which 

performs methods for business statistics produced in Istat, has been used. Furthermore, as the 

adopted strategy creates microdata file with estimations of weights, the estimations of new ICT 

indicators have been produced. These estimations are coherent with those already released and 

this output ensures the results consistency (the consistency with FRAME SBS is ensured by 

creating the new estimation domains). The objective of the study is to define several tables of 

indicators which combine information from FRAME SBS and ICT survey. Only with this purpose, 

the dataset with the elementary units (and with the calibration weights) can be used accordingly. 
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